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A new approach to tasting chocolate.

Thanks to a childhood spent in an environment of chocolate  
craftsmanship, first with my grandfather, and then with my father, 
I acquired knowledge and then a passion for the art of tasting in 
general, and for chocolate in particular.

So now, I would like to share my journey in chocolate  
tasting - what I have learned and discovered - to give you  
a fresh perspective on the art of chocolate tasting.

This is not a manual on how to become the perfect taster; instead, 
it is a personal proposal, a very special invitation to get you curious 
about chocolate tasting, and maybe even accompany you on your 
personal quest for a delightful taste experience.  

 Gautier Richart



Pleasure!
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 What is the total flavor experience,  
and why is it important?

I am tasting a square of chocolate.

Its color is dark, its flavor is bitter, its texture is first 

crunchy, then soft in my mouth; intense aromatic 

roasted notes develop; 

I sense an impression of heat, strength, adventure, 

whichsuddenly brings back the smell and flavor of 

a ristretto coffee I had in Venice a few years ago.

I like to call this sequence, made up of sensations 

and perceptions, associated with this pleasing  

moment of reminiscence, a total flavor experience.
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1.  What is the total flavor experience,  
and why is it important?

It is also based on a process in which our  

sensations, brought together in mental images 

through a voluntary action by our brain, in  

connection with our memory, generate  

perceptions that make up the foundation of a  

delightful tasting experience. It is expressed using 

a specific vocabulary that fully conveys  

the personal, intimate nature of perception.

That’s right: total flavor is a holistic approach to 

chocolate tasting. It is based on an involuntary 

process in which our sense of smell connects us 

directly to our memory - as in Proust’s famous  

madeleine cake that we will discuss a bit later.

Total
flavor

Sensations
(smell)

Cognitive
(brain in 
mindful 

concentration)

Memory=                  +                 +

Perceptions

Total   =   Sensations   +   Memory
flavor            (smell) 
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Everyone has their own library of total flavor  

experiences stored in their memories, just  

waiting to be revived by a new encounter. 

By inadvertently rekindling a pleasant memory  

of Venice, tasting that square of chocolate 

heightened my enjoyment. Why? Because that 

chocolate square was greater than the sum of its 

ingredients; it evoked my escapade in Venice:   

gliding under Ponte del Rialto on a romantic  

gondola ride... At sunset, strolling by the Dogana  

di Mare and admiring the carved facades of the  

Palazzo Ducale and Piazza San Marco, aflame  

with color...

But if tasting this chocolate does not bring back 

any memories for me, the emotions that I have just 

experienced still get imprinted in my memory,  

building up my library of total flavor experiences, 

so that, one day, I will have the pleasure of  

reminiscing about this enjoyable moment I have 

already had.

1.  What is the total flavor experience,  
and why is it important?



Why listen to your nose?

Have you ever wondered why certain foods or 

meals are more enjoyable than others? 

Why do certain aromas move us more than others? 

How can an odor or flavor bring back a place,  

an encounter we had thought we had forgotten, 

together with the pleasant - or unpleasant -  

emotions associated with that moment?

2

The answer: your nose!
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What if your nose was a superhero with the power 

to enhance your enjoyment, capable of turning  

you into anexpert chocolate taster in pursuit of  

a delightful taste experience?

As we saw earlier, the concept of total flavor  

encompasses both the sensory effects at the time 

of tasting and the recollection of past personal  

tasting experiences. Together, your memory and 

your nose play a crucial role as the main  

contributors to your total flavor experience.

2.  Why listen to your nose?



I remember that, when I was a child, my grand-

mother was always chiding me before meals. She 

would say: “Stop smelling your food before you 

eat it!” As an apprentice epicurean, I had gotten 

into the habit of sniffing around in the kitchen, at 

the table and in my plate before every meal. For 

me, it was like eating twice. The first time was all 

the more attractive because it was unconventional, 

and even forbidden by the mistress of the house! 

It was this first tasting that would lead me to try 

ratatouille right out of the pan, as it simmered and 

released those odors of herbs, especially thyme, 

which still remind me of that unforgettable  

ambiance of my childhood vacations in Provence. 

2.  Why listen to your nose?

10
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Why does the sense of smell play such 

a big role in taste?

It has unique properties:

Of our 5 senses, it is the only one directly linked to 

our limbic system, which is the center of emotions 

in our brain. Every time you breathe in, the air that 

enters your nose carries odor molecules to your 

olfactory receptors (or cilia). Once activated, these 

receptors (you have more than 400 of them!)  

instantly and unconsciously activate your limbic 

system, the part of your brain where odors are 

stored and memorized. This is where your  

emotions come from and where your memory  

is enriched.

•  The olfactory cilia that line your nasal  

passageways, where odor molecules are  

absorbed, are renewed every 24 hours. This 

means that you wake up every morning with 

new olfactory cilia!

•  The flavor detection threshold is lower than the 

odor detection threshold. This means that your 

nose is much more sensitive to what you eat, 

thanks to retronasal olfaction, which we will see 

later, than to what you smell through olfaction.

•  There are millions of aromas in nature, and  

just as many opportunities to trigger strong 

emotional reactions.

2.  Why listen to your nose?



2.  Why listen to your nose?

You can see that the unique  

feature of the sense of smell is its 

amazing evocative power. Odors 

are fleeting and images fade, but 

olfactory memories can last a  

lifetime! This explains why certain 

odors from your early childhood 

can reactivate emotions (good 

or bad), bring back memories 

and influence your wellbeing.

12
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And this brings us back to Proust’s famous  

madeleine cake1. A flavor, taste or smell that 

emerges in your environment can turn you upside 

down by bringing back the memory of a forgotten 

place, person or ambiance. On back-to-school day, 

my mother would spray some of her perfume on a 

piece of fabric that I would take with me to school. 

That way, she was with me all day long! And yes, 

although this memory was pleasant, it could be 

even more enjoyable in the present. 

 1 The narrator of Remembrance of Things Past* eats a madeleine cake and its flavor takes 
him back to the house of his aunt Léonie, where she would give him a madeleine cake 
soaked in tea when he was a child. This memory comes back, even though he had completely 
forgotten about the madeleine at the time of eating it, even its shape! 
(*in Swann’s Way, by Marcel Proust)

Everyone has their own “Proust’s madeleine”. 

Who does not remember the smell of their 

grandma’s apple pie, or hot chocolate in 

wintertime, which brings back a feeling of joy, 

peace, comfort and of being carefree?

2.  Why listen to your nose?
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Aromas, odors and retronasal olfaction: 
what is it all about?

Aromas, flavors, odors... olfaction and retronasal 

olfaction...  Let’s take a few minutes to define the 

words aroma and retronasal olfaction.

Aromas are the sensations you feel indirectly in 

your nose when you eat, through your mouth. 

Food has aromas, made up of odor molecules that 

are released in your mouth when you chew. Going 

through the nasal cavities at the back of the palate, 

these molecules are detected by your olfactory 

neurons - this is what is known as retronasal  

olfaction. Several hundred olfactory receptors 

come into play to identify a wide range of aromas. 

This encounter between aromas and receptors 

triggers a chain of reactions, forming the  

foundation for the emotions that you experience 

during the tasting process.

Aromas are different from odors: odors are  

associated with the sensations experienced by 

your nose, directly through your nostrils without 

going through your mouth (this is called  

orthonasal olfaction). 

This means you have two ways of smelling: odors, 

directly from the outside, through your nostrils, 

and the aromas of what you eat, through  

retronasal olfaction via your mouth. In both cases, 

your nose is the star player!

2.1



Theoretically, human beings are capable of  

distinguishing between billions of different odors, 

but a non-specialist will only detect 100-150 odors, 

whereas an expert can detect a few thousand,  

or even tens of thousands of odors.

That is why it is important to listen to your nose 

and train it!

Indeed, the better your nose is trained and the 

more curious you are, the richer your library of 

identified odors will be, and the easier it will be for 

you to bring back plenty of memories, and thus 

experience marvelous moments (total flavor  

experiences) that, in turn, will bring you even  

more enjoyment!

2.1  Aromas, odors and retronasal olfaction: 
what is it all about?

15

The scent of an  
unforgettable family walk.



Practice makes perfect! Train your nose every day, 

at the farmer’s market while you are selecting your 

produce, on nature walks among flowers,  

in forest undergrowth, but also simply while you 

are cooking, by playing around with spices, for 

example.

Sometimes the word “flavor” is misused or has a 

negative connotation, when it is used with the  

adjective “artificial”. 

It is important not to confuse natural flavors with 

artificial flavors. A natural flavor is noble, sourced 

exclusively from a fruit or plant. An artificial flavor 

is more economical; a synthetic chemical that tries 

to copy nature. As is often the case, though,  

cheaper is easier, but better is much harder.  

However, experienced chocolate tasters will not be 

fooled - they want to taste chocolate made from 

completely natural ingredients.  

2.1  Aromas, odors and retronasal olfaction: 
what is it all about?

Practice makes perfect!

16
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Intensity, subtlety and complexity of aromas2.2

For the intensity  
of the aromas

For the subtlety  
of the aromas

powerful aroma,
intense aroma,
medium aroma,

slight aroma,
…

very fine aroma,
crude aroma,

complex aroma,
simple aroma,
basic aroma, 

…

Qualifiers are also useful to express the  
intensity, subtlety and complexity of aromas.  

For example:

Aromas are defined by “descriptors”  
that refer to nature.  

For example:

Flowers
Fresh or 

cooked fruit
Other fresh 

plants

Roasted 
plants 

and other 
roasted 
items

Others

roses,
jasmine,

floral bouquet,
...

berries,
blackcurrant,

cherry,
candied fruits,
well-cooked, 

jam,
orange,
banana,

pineapple,
…

mushrooms,
truffles,

undergrowth,
…

dry grass,
tobacco,

tea,
hazelnut,

cocoa,
almonds,
walnuts,
spices,
vanilla,

caramel,
smoked,

burnt,
spanish ham,

coffee,
…

butter,
milk,

bread,
leather,
cheese,

cardboard,
…
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As for aromatic complexity, it characterizes a  

tasting in which it is difficult, or even impossible,  

to clearly identify and describe a single aroma,  

because a multitude of aromatic notes are  

detected simultaneously.

This occurs very frequently, because a tasting  

rarely delivers just one aroma. Indeed, each aroma 

is made up of several odor molecules (sometimes 

more than a hundred for a single aroma!).

A bar of dark chocolate may contain a multitude 

of aromatic notes, such as nuts, mineral notes 

and roasted notes for the Peruvian cocoa bean or 

notes of berries for the Madagascar cocoa bean. 

You may also experience aromatic complexity 

while tasting chocolate, if your perception changes 

gradually as you discern the initial, middle and  

final aromas, with each phase being different  

and variable.

Complexity and subtlety come from variations and 

differences in aromatic intensity, requiring more 

skills from you as a chocolate taster!

2.2  Intensity, subtlety and complexity of aromas

Complexity and subtlety
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Balance of flavors and development of aromas

Flavor is what you perceive with your sense of 

taste, meaning with your tongue and palate. This 

refers to flavor in the strictest sense, i.e., when 

your sense of smell is not involved. Tradition and 

convention (rather than science) have determined 

that there are four basic flavors: salty, sweet, sour 

and bitter, to which umami has been added.  

Umami means “delicious taste” in Japanese and is 

interpreted in Western countries by the sensation 

of sweet and sour.

I think it is important to understand how flavors 

balance each other out. This balance of flavors is 

different for each product, such as chocolate, wine, 

coffee, etc. However, there is still an essential  

requirement for aromas to develop.

Indeed, if a flavor is too pronounced, it will  

overpower the aromas.

But the balance of flavors usually combines with 

other perceived sensations, such as the trigeminal 

sensations. Trigeminal sensitivity is a diffuse  

sensitivity, not associated with a specific  

sensory organ. It is associated with the eyes,  

the nose and the mouth. For example, it is  

the sensation of freshness induced by mint, or  

the feeling of heat caused by chili peppers...

3
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To illustrate the balance of flavors, let’s imagine a 

very simple representation: a pyramid in which the 

further the corner is from the center, the  

stronger the perceived flavor and trigeminal  

sensation will be (known as sharpness1).  The ideal 

pyramid would be equilateral, representing a  

perfect balance in which no flavor or sharpness 

overpowers the others.

 1 Sharpness refers to a sensation of drying of the tissues during tasting. You might experience 
this when you are eating walnuts, for example, or when you are drinking an overly tannic 
wine, meaning that it is very robust, with a good structure in the mouth.

3.  Balance of flavors and development of aromas

astringent

sweet

bitter

Caption: Here is the representation of this balance, 
crucial to the proper development of aromas.

sour
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The balance of flavors must be maintained even in 

the presence of the chocolate tanninsthat cause 

this sharpness. Using this pyramid to analyze the 

duality between the flavors and the sharpness of 

chocolate means that different types of chocolate 

can be identified, each with its own qualities and 

flaws.

•  Upper left-hand side: the perfect chocolate!  

Simply taste the different aromatic profiles of the 

different origins of cocoa beans in order to find 

out which one you like the most.

•  Upper right-hand side: this chocolate does not 

really exist; these basic qualities (aromas,  

texture) are somewhat spoiled by a lack of flavor 

balance.  

If there is no balance, there are no aromas!

•  Lower left-hand side: it is a false start! It does not 

have the basic qualities of good chocolate.  

The balance of flavors enables aromas to 

emerge, as long as they are present to start with!

•  Lower right-hand side: this is the worst  

chocolate. It has no basic qualities and it is not 

balanced in terms of flavors.  It will probably be 

very sweet and gritty, possibly even with burnt 

odors.

3.  Balance of flavors and development of aromas

Chocolate: 
with a balanced flavor/

sharpness pyramid

with an unbalanced  
flavor/sharpness 

pyramid

with aromatic
qualities and
good texture

It’s the perfect  
chocolate!

This chocolate doesn’t exist 
because balance

favors aromatic qualities.
If there’s no balance, there 

are no aromas!

without aromatic 
qualities and

without a
good texture

It’s not complete,  
short flavor, and (or) 
unpleasant texture

This is the worst  
chocolate



Do not forget to look at, touch and listen
to what you taste!

Your contact with the product is multisensory.  

We have seen that the sense of smell plays a very  

important role in enjoyment - and in the total  

flavor experience - thanks to its direct link to our 

memory. But the senses of sight, touch and  

hearing are also crucial for successful tasting,  

because they help us create mental images.

4

Depending on the type of product 
tasted, each sense is stimulated in 

different proportions.

22
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4.  Do not forget to look at, touch and listen 
to what you taste!

Sight

There is no physical contact between the product 

and your eyes, but what you see has an impact on 

your other senses. This means that looking at  

chocolate gets you ready to taste it, even before 

you put it in your mouth.

Your other senses are stimulated by color. For  

example, if chocolate has a dark color, you expect 

to taste dark chocolate, and if it has a light color, 

you expect to taste milk chocolate. Your other 

senses are also stimulated by the appearance.  

For example, if chocolate looks smooth and glossy, 

you expect a soft and silky texture in your mouth, 

but if you see a hazelnut set on top of a piece of 

chocolate, you might imagine crunchiness.

Examples of descriptors

Appearance Surface and shape Flaw

matte finish,
glossy finish,
satin finish,

stained or spotted,
blotchy or marbled,

…

smooth,
grainy,

flocked (wavy),
powdered with cocoa

powdery,
molded into a shape,

…

striped,
streaked,

deformed, dented,
stained or spotted,
blotchy or marbled,

…
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4.  Do not forget to look at, touch and listen 
to what you taste!

Hearing

Does chocolate have a sound? Is it important?

Yes, the sound of chocolate, when you break it  

before putting it in your mouth or when you put  

it in your mouth, is important. 

The sound depends on the tasting temperature - 

chocolate tasted at a temperature of 75°F does 

not have the same crunch in the mouth as  

chocolate tasted at a temperature of 65°F (this is 

especially true for solid squares made exclusively 

of chocolate, in contrast with chocolate candies 

filled with ganache or praline, for example) - and 

it is also important for the chocolate’s texture 

(smooth, silky - see above).

This means that your hearing also contributes to 

your enjoyment and the creation of mental images 

when you taste chocolate. 

Examples of sounds you can “hear in your mouth”.

The sound of chocolate 
outside of mouth

The sound of  
chocolate in mouth

clicking,
cracking,
chunky,

…

crunchy,
crisp,

humming,
muffled,

…
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4.  Do not forget to look at, touch and listen 
to what you taste!

Touch

Usually, touch refers to a sensation on your skin 

(softness, roughness, heat, etc.). But here, I am 

referring to the sense of touch in your mouth, also 

known as mouthfeel. This sensation is very  

important for chocolate. Here again, there are a lot 

of texture descriptors. And, as with aromas, they 

can be described by making reference to images 

that we associate with materials or substances we 

find around us and that have marked our  

memory: the roughness of sandpaper, the softness 

of a baby’s skin, the stickiness of resin from a tree 

trunk, etc.

Tasting chocolate with a crunchy texture will not 

evoke the same mental images as a smooth and 

silky or runny chocolate.

At the beginning 
of the tasting

In the middle  
of the tasting

At the end  
of the tasting

melting,
soft,

breaking,
dry,

blotchy or marbled,
…

soft, tender,
smooth,
slippery,

silky,
luscious,
grainy,
sticky,
tight,,

…

fluid,
greasy,

dry,
sticky,

blotchy or marbled,
…

Examples of textures we can identify in chocolate: 
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The game of associations

To create and enrich your own library of total  

flavor experiences, try playing, and practicing,  

the game of associations.

As we have seen, paying attention to your sense of 

smell will enable you to build up images linked to 

each chocolate tasting. These images will take root 

in your memory, then,over time, as you  

acquire chocolate tasting experiences and learn 

new skills, you will build up a whole repertoire of 

mental images, which you will use during future 

chocolate tastings. 

The color of the sky, the wind in the pine trees, 

children’s laughter, ratatouille with perfectly  

simmered vegetables, birthday parties,  

Christmas festivities with your family, Valentine’s 

Day dinners, and more. Next, these mental images 

are associated with the emotions experienced  

during a chocolate tasting to create a general  

impression, the foundation of a moment of  

enjoyment. It is this total flavor experience that will 

come back the next time you hear the wind in the 

pine trees, or when you have ratatouille again!

5



5. The game of associations
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confort

freedom

zen

sensation
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And yes, associating your sensations with your 

emotions is something you can practice. It is the 

key that will open the door to lasting memories 

and intense moments.

To play the game of associations, make a graphic 

representation in your mind’s eye (or on paper) 

of some of your total flavor experiences. To do 

so, imagine a star, and on each branch, associate 

a compelling moment of your life with an odor, 

a dish, an ingredient, etc. Something you ate or 

smelled at that moment, which had a big impact 

on you.

5. The game of associations

So, grab a pencil, start writing, and follow your stars!

For example, here is what 
my childhood summer vacations look like: 

Grandma’s ratatouille 
with Provencal herbs

Summer lessons and 
dampness of the house

Vacations in Provence

Friends and 
family pastis drinks

Gorges du Verdon and 
smell of plastic in the sun

Niçoise salad at 3pm

Torrential rain, 
smell of pine trees



Your library of total flavor experiences

Building up a library of total flavor experiences 

takes some effort. So be methodical, even if it is 

just about chocolate! 

Each flavor we taste while we are experiencing 

wellbeing, enjoyment, a sort of general feeling of 

happiness, is expressed in a vocabulary specific 

to it, completely conveying the personal, intimate 

nature of perception during tasting experiences, as 

you have seen with my vacation in Provence.

To help you describe your total flavor experiences, 

we have come up with 7 aromatic families.

6

Do not hesitate: use these 7 aromatic families to build up 
and describe your own total flavor experiences. 
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• The Balsamics

This aromatic family conveys a soothing sense of 

tenderness and sweetness. Evokes heady vanilla 

notes.

Synonymous with balsamic: soothing, calming,  

softeningand relaxing.



• The Roasted family

This encompasses roasted, toasted and  

caramelized notes, such as in roasted nuts and 

coffee, caramel, and so on. Synonymous with  

authenticity, cocooning and adventure.         

• The Fruity family

All fruits except roasted nuts (raspberry, mango, 

apricot, chestnut, pineapple, etc.).  

Synonymous with joyful energy, exaltation,  

exoticism.    

• The Citrus family 

The citrus family (oranges, lemons, mandarin 

oranges, bergamot oranges, etc.).  

Synonymous with freshness, vitality and tanginess.   

6. Your library of total flavor experiences

30



• The Herbal family 

Fresh and dried aromatic herbs (green tea, jasmine 

tea, star anise, basil, verbena, etc.).  

Synonymous with freshness and exoticism.  

• The Floral family 

Aromas of fresh or dried flowers (roses, neroli, 

ylang-ylang, lavender, bouquets, etc.). Their heady 

wild notes are intoxicating and exhilarating.  

• The Spiced family 

Spicy aromas (cloves, cardamom, cinnamon, 

ginger, curry, etc.). Synonymous with travel,  

exoticism, warmth.  

6. Your library of total flavor experiences

31



How can you love without knowing?

The more you know, the more you love. This is true 

in almost every area of life.

When it comes to chocolate tasting, for example, 

it is enriching to know the botanical origin of the 

beans, as well as their geographic origin and how 

they were grown, in order to then be able to  

appreciate all of their specific characteristics based 

on all of these aspects.

32

Preparation and service

Although preparation and service are crucial steps, 

they can be difficult to implement when the tasting 

is done spontaneously. Because, do notforget:  

chocolate should not be stored and tasted at the 

same temperatures. You have to be patient...but 

this may be easier said than done! Because when 

you are craving chocolate, sometimes you just 

cannot wait! Unless you think that good things 

come to those who wait!

How does culture fit into all this?      7
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7. How does culture fit into all this?
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A shared experience

Happiness shared is doubled! Tasting chocolate is 

even more enjoyable with other people. 

A guided tasting session is a pleasant, sociable  

activity.

When you are tasting chocolate with other people 

during a guided session to discover cocoa beans 

from around the world, you go on a journey  

with your palate, your sense of smell, your heart 

and your emotions, to discover and compare  

Criollo beans1 from Central and South America, 

Forastero beans1 from Africa and Trinitario beans1 

from the Indian Ocean, and more.  

What amazing sensations and pleasures  

to be shared!

 1 These are botanical varieties of cocoa trees.

The Criollo cocoa trees are now found in very small quantities in Mexico, Nicaragua and  
Guatemala. They produce beans of excellent quality: their aromatic power is remarkable, because 
it combines strength with subtlety. They are not very sharp or tannic. Forastero cocoa beans  
represent more than 80% of global cocoa bean production. They are found in South America, 
West Africa and Southeast Asia. They are strongly, very tannic and sharp, they can be forceful, 
with a high aromatic power.
Trinitario beans are a hybrid between Criollo and Forastero beans, from Trinidad Island off the 
coast of Venezuela. They are in an intermediate position, between the two other categories. This 
is true for all aspects, including the organoleptic characteristics. They are known for their strong 
aromatic power.



And now?

It is time to put this all into practice  
and enjoy!
The next time you taste chocolate, focus on 
your perceptions (do not forget: your sense 
of smell is connected to your memories!), 
and feel the sensations around you and  
within you during this tasting. 
Open the door to your library of  
TOTAL FLAVOR EXPERIENCES. 
Go through it and let your memories 
emerge.
Enrich it by creating new total flavor  
experiences.

Share and exchange.

Your pleasure will be 
all the more intense and rich!


